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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.0.5 

 

General 

 ÖBRN-9R3CFS - News: Now it’s possible to change currency on all Order types, Quotes, Inquires and 
Customer invoices and get the prices automatically recalculated to the new currency. A question if the 
prices shall be recalculated will be displayed when you change currency. If you answer Yes, the prices on 
the rows will be recalculated according to the Exchange rate in the Currency procedure. 

 JELA-9RQEXZ - It wasn’t possible to change both User and database at the same time. 

 JLIN-9RTKLE - If you deleted the name under Delivery address on the Main tabs in any of the Order 
procedures, an error message that was impossible to close was displayed. You had to close MONITOR by 
using the Task Manager. 

 AFOG-9SLC7H - If you entered data before a procedure was loaded completely, problems could occur when 
you closed the procedure. 

Purchase 

 KFTM-9R6AMN - Automatic window size in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure could hide parts of 
the window if you used EIM.  

 SSÖG-9RGJ6A - It wasn’t possible to create an Inquiry and enter the Supplier code afterwards, just before 
you saved the Inquiry. 

 SHYS-9RLG62 - News: For customers that confirms payments through file from Nordea (debit note DA1), 
we have updated the format according to Nordea's latest update. News in this format is that so-called 
"Other payments", i.e. payments that can not be matched in the ledger, will be handled in the 
Confirmation LB/FB procedure. You can print these "Other payments" that could not be matched before 
you save and confirms the payments that could be matched. 

 SHYS-9RLGKU - The payment file format PO3 (Nordea’s new Corporate File Payments format - CFP) is 
updated according to Nordea’s latest update. For FBI payments receiving banks address is no longer 
mandatory in the field Bank address, even if you have entered the bank name in the International payment 
button in the Update Supplier procedure. 

 MSVK-9RMKC3 - If you drag a XML invoice into MONITOR, information will be displayed in the Terms of 
payment registered on the supplier if it differs from the Terms of payment in the file. 

 SSÖG-9RPJCA - Forecast rows weren’t displayed in the Print EDI Delivery Schedules procedure, even if 
many Purchase order suggestions (Forecasts) existed. 

 SHYS-9RUGNE - When making International payments (FBI) with Nordea’s new payment file format PO3 
(Corporate File Payments - CFP), you got an incorrect Payee code/Payment method in the payment file, 
even if the setting was correct on the supplier. 

 ÖBRN-9S9BYR - During certain circumstances, the pre coding of supplier invoices could disappear in the 
Register Supplier Invoice procedure. 

 KFTM-9SLE9C - You could get incorrect exchange rate loaded if you registered a Supplier invoice by XML 
file and the senders Company currency differed from the receivers Company currency. 

Sales 

 ÖBRN-9QHB4N - Now the credit invoice layout also exists on Polish EDI forms. 

 CSIG-9R8JV2 - If you sent transport labels by e-mail from the Delivery Reporting and Print Transport 
Labels procedures, all transport labels got the same Package numbers. 
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 ÖBRN-9RALK8 - The phrases Original and Copy on the Polish invoice was mandatory, but now it’s possible 
to remove it manually in the Languages procedure. 

 SSÖG-9RGDEU - The message "Split order no:" was displayed in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules 
procedure, when a 0 call was imported that didn’t have any order. 

 JLIN-9RGESX - The columns Address row 1-6 is now available in designed PopUp in the Update Product 
Register procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9RNKBZ - Do not print duplicates didn’t work properly during printout of Customer orders. 

 FOHN-9RQKCN - The limit for loading meters for DSV Roads service Styckegods (inrikes) is changed in the 
Print Shipping Documents procedure. Now up to 0.8 loading meters is allowed. 

 ÖBRN-9RQKSL - During coding of good sold in the Customer invoice ledger, incorrect amount could be 
coded. This could occur if a Part had a standard price with more than two decimals. The system based the 
coding on two decimals instead of using the exact standard price including all decimals. This problem 
occurred at companies with Management Accounting which booked deliveries against a Clearing account. 
The account had a minor rest amount when the order was invoiced. 

 FOHN-9RTJDV - News: We have implemented the new routing code DSV ver 141215. 

 SSÖG-9SGK4D - The error message "Expression is not valid" could be displayed in the Import EDI 
Delivery Schedules procedure if you imported schedules with decimals. 

 SSÖG-9SKKE5 - During import of delivery schedules and zero calls, OK wasn’t automatically checked in the 
Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure if there were several calls on the order. This incorrectly left 
remaining call offs on the order. 

Inventory 

 JLIN-9QYLGA - If you only deleted rest in the Delivery Reporting - Stock Orders procedure, the rest 
quantity didn’t become 0. 

 JLIN-9RFKT2 - The alternative "Not more than planned time" didn’t work in the WIP List procedure if you 
had a structure order and the setting "Calculate reported labor cost in post-calculation from log records?" 
activated. 

 JLIN-9SGKKC - The activities weren’t printed on printouts from the Part Activity List procedure. 

 FPEN-9SJDBN - Default values didn’t work in the following procedures: Delivery Reliability, Delivery 
Reliability to Customer and Supplier Rating. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-9R6DUL - If you only deleted rest in the Recording Terminal procedure, the incorporated material 
wasn’t zeroed. 

Accounting 

 ÖBRN-9R6BAN - News: An Information field is added in the list in the Activity Reporting – Project 
procedure. The new filed displays date for the last made reporting on the activity. 

 MSÖT-9RGD3V - An error message was displayed if you made a printout with a certain Selection in the 
Print Journal procedure. 

 LREM-9RLEMG - Incorrect amounts could be displayed in the Print Accrual Accounting procedure, list 
type Compact classified on Account. 

 ÖBRN-9RMHU5 - Now Quantity will be reversed if you use Type: Rev.voucher in the Register Vouchers 
procedure. 

 AFOG-9RNJ32 - It wasn’t possible to send reports from the Report Generator procedure by using the 
Agent. 
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 SHYS-9RUGAB - This only applies to users in Estonia with the adaptations 611 and 275. You could 
incorrectly get a special code 03 in the KMD INF A report, even if you didn’t have any sales with 0 % VAT. 

 SHYS-9RUDC4 - This only applies to system used in Estonia: The VAT reports KMD and KMD INF A/B are 
updated with the news as of 2015. VAT rows 1.1 and 2.1 are removed. VAT rows 5.3 and 5.4 are added. 
The KMD INF form also have new fields to enter number of cars (Number of cars used and Number of cars 
used Partial) in the Search form. The numbers you enter in these fields will be exported in the KMD XML 

file. 

 ÖBRN-9RVC2R - News: Polish Income statement and Balance sheet are added in the Report Generator 
procedure. These reports will be displayed in systems with Country package Poland. Some parts of the 
reports don’t have any account information. Therefore you will have to copy the reports and edit them in 
order to make the account intervals in the reports to match the company’s own Chart of accounts. 

 ÖBRN-9SQGWF - This only applies to system used in Poland: Incorrect amount could sometimes be coded 
on payments out in foreign currency in the Register Payments procedure. This caused an unbalanced 
voucher. 

General Settings 

 LREM-9RVHUB - Country code caused problems during Form generating. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 LREM-9NK8SV - There were problems to print scanned Supplier invoices if the Consecutive no was lower 
than 100. 

Management Accounting 

 ÖBRN-9RGAE3 - During posterior coding of the Price change log, standard price adjustment in WIP wasn’t 
coded. This occurred if a Configured part got a new standard price and the Configured part was an 
incorporated material in the Manufacturing order. 

 ÖBRN-9RGJ8H - Default values didn’t work properly in the Posterior Coding procedure. This caused that 
Agent runs of the Posterior Coding procedure couldn’t for instance set the coding until todays date. 

Web – EIM 

Web – EIM is a supplement to MONITOR. 

 Comments were saved twice if you saved before you approved the invoice. 

 The search function in the Register invoice procedure is improved. 

 If you had automatically generated Purchase orders (subcontract) from a Manufacturing order, the coding 
could be NULL if you had incorrect links in the Product group matrix. This got the invoice stuck in the 
"Handled by server" mode since the value NULL wasn’t accepted. Now the invoice will pass the flow, but it 
is not possible to approve it from the status "To be coded" (or To final code if Use authorization check is 
used) when mandatory fields are empty. 

 Valid characters in the User name are extended to cover following: full stop, A-Ö (Capitals and lower case), 
0-9, underline (_) and dash (-). 

 During import of XML invoices, the unit on the Part rows will also be imported. 

 When the reference name is interpreted, the system no longer distinguishes capital and lower case letters. 
This means that the invoice will find the correct Signer even if you enter Reference with only capital letters 
and the Reference in MONITOR is written in lower case letters. 


